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EDUCATION 

Ha Noi university of science and technology 10/2018 - Present 

Marjors : Software Engineering 

GPA : 3.19/4 

 

SUMMARY 

Currently a final year student at the Ha Noi university of science and technology. Passionate about code and 

technology, always learning and discovering new technology. Trying to do my best and I want to be an IT expert. 
 

PROJECT 

Chat App 08/2021 - 11/2021 

- Project Description: Build a chat application for web and mobile platform. Users can send messages (text, html, 

image, video, file, sticker) in addition to other functions such as pin, reply, create vote, forwarding messages. Create 

and manage chat groups, a chat group also has many channels, it helps us when we need to talk about a certain topic 

without fear of messages drifting. Besides, users can also manage friends. 

- Team size : 3. 

- Technologies: NodeJS, Redis, Socket IO, MongoDB, ReactJS, Redux, React Native, AWS (EC2, S3), Jenkins. 

- Responsibilities: Responsible for the Front-end of the website. Design UI of web, analysis and design of 

components, get API from BE and execute the functions in module chat (send, pin, reply, vote, share message), 

module friend (manage friends), module conversation (manage conversation). 

- English Learning Website (tienganhpro.xyz) 06/2021 - 08/2021 

- Project Description: Building a website to help users learn English online, users can look up vocabulary, learn 

vocabulary by topics, take notes of vocabulary and review those words, learn English through videos, view grammar 

blogs, online toeic test and get score and explanations after submitting,. In addition, the administrator can manage test 

sets, exam questions, vocabulary, vocabulary packages, blog posts. 

- Team size : 3. 
- Technologies: Spring Boot, NodeJS, MySQL, MongoDB, ReactJS, Redux. 

- Responsibilities: Responsible for the Front-end of the website. Design UI of web, analysis and design of 

components of modules : online test, learn through video, get API from BE and execute the functions in module 

online test (select question follow parts, handle test time limit, submit test, get result and score), module learn through 

video (select video follow topics, get transcript and vocabulary of video and execute action on that). 

SKILLS 

Programming Languages Javascript. 
 

Frameworks & Platforms ReactJS, Redux. 

Lib UI Ant Design. 
 

Other HTML, CSS, SCSS, Github, read understand English, teamwork. 
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